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Fig. 1. We propose the Collision Avoidance via Deep Reinforcement Learning algorithm for indoor flight which is entirely trained in a simulated CAD
environment. Left: CAD2RL uses single image inputs from a monocular camera, is exclusively trained in simulation, and does not see any real images at
training time. Training is performed using a Monte Carlo policy evaluation method, which performs rollouts for multiple actions from each initial state and
trains a deep network to predict long-horizon collision probabilities of each action. Right: CAD2RL generalizes to real indoor flight.
Abstract—Deep reinforcement learning has emerged as a
promising and powerful technique for automatically acquiring
control policies that can process raw sensory inputs, such as
images, and perform complex behaviors. However, extending
deep RL to real-world robotic tasks has proven challenging,
particularly in safety-critical domains such as autonomous flight,
where a trial-and-error learning process is often impractical. In
this paper, we explore the following question: can we train vision-
based navigation policies entirely in simulation, and then transfer
them into the real world to achieve real-world flight without a
single real training image? We propose a learning method that
we call CAD2RL, which can be used to perform collision-free
indoor flight in the real world while being trained entirely on
3D CAD models. Our method uses single RGB images from
a monocular camera, without needing to explicitly reconstruct
the 3D geometry of the environment or perform explicit motion
planning. Our learned collision avoidance policy is represented by
a deep convolutional neural network that directly processes raw
monocular images and outputs velocity commands. This policy
is trained entirely on simulated images, with a Monte Carlo
policy evaluation algorithm that directly optimizes the network’s
ability to produce collision-free flight. By highly randomizing the
rendering settings for our simulated training set, we show that
we can train a policy that generalizes to the real world, without
requiring the simulator to be particularly realistic or high-fidelity.
We evaluate our method by flying a real quadrotor through in-
door environments, and further evaluate the design choices in our
simulator through a series of ablation studies on depth prediction.
For supplementary video see: https://youtu.be/nXBWmzFrj5s
I. INTRODUCTION
Indoor navigation and collision avoidance is one of the
basic requirements for robotic systems that must operate in
unstructured open-world environments, including quadrotors,
mobile manipulators, and other mobile robots. Many of the
most successful approaches to indoor navigation have used
.
mapping and localization techniques based on 3D percep-
tion, including SLAM [3], depth sensors [44], stereo cam-
eras [37], and monocular cameras using structure from mo-
tion [8]. The use of sophisticated sensors and specially mount-
ing multiple cameras on the robot imposes additional costs on
a robotic platform, which is a particularly prominent issue
for weight and power constrained systems such as lightweight
aerial vehicles. Monocular cameras, on the other hand, require
3D estimation from motion, which remains a challenging
open problem despite considerable recent progress [13, 20].
In this paper, we explore a learning-based approach for indoor
navigation, which directly predicts collision-free motor com-
mands from monocular images, without attempting to explic-
itly model or represent the 3D structure of the environment.
In contrast to previous learning-based navigation work [5],
our method uses reinforcement learning to obtain supervision
that accurately reflects the actual probabilities of collision,
instead of separating out obstacle detection and control. The
probability of future collision is predicted from raw monocular
images using deep convolutional neural networks.
Using reinforcement learning (RL) to learn collision avoid-
ance, especially with high-dimensional representations such as
deep neural networks, presents a number of major challenges.
First, RL tends to be data-intensive, making it difficult to use
with platforms such as aerial vehicles, which have limited
flight time and require time-consuming battery changes. Sec-
ond, RL relies on trial-and-error, which means that, in order to
learn to avoid collisions, the vehicle must experience at least
a limited number of collisions during training. This can be
extremely problematic for fragile robots such as quadrotors.
A promising avenue for addressing these challenges is to
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train policies in simulation, but it remains an open question
whether simulated training of vision-based policies can gener-
alize effectively to the real world. In this work, we show that
we can transfer indoor obstacle avoidance policies based on
monocular RGB images from simulation to the real world by
using a randomized renderer, without relying on an extremely
high degree of realism or visual fidelity. Our renderer forces
the network to handle a variety of obstacle appearances and
lighting conditions, which makes the learned representations
invariant to surface appearance. As the result, the network
learns geometric features and can robustly detect open spaces.
In contrast to prior work on domain adaptation [35, 41], our
method does not require any real images during training. We
demonstrate that our approach can enable navigation of real-
world hallways by a real quadrotor using only a monocular
camera, without depth or stereo. By training entirely in sim-
ulation, we can also use a simple and stable RL algorithm
that exploits the ability to reset the environment to any
state. Figure 1 shows a diagram of our CAD2RL algorithm.
The algorithm evaluates multiple actions at each state using
the current policy, producing dense supervision for the Q-
values at that state. Training the Q-function to regress onto
these Q-values then corresponds to simple supervised learning.
This algorithm sidesteps many of the hyperparameter tuning
challenges associated with conventional online RL methods,
and is easy to parallelize for efficient simulated training.
The main contribution of our work is an approach for
training collision avoidance policies for indoor flight using
randomized synthetic environments and deep RL. We designed
a set of synthetic 3D hallways that can be used to generate
large datasets of randomized scenes, with variable furniture
placement, lighting, and textures. Our synthetic data is de-
signed for the task of indoor robot navigation and can also be
used as a testbed for RL algorithms. Our proposed RL method
is also a novel contribution of this work, and is particularly
simple and well-suited for simulated training.
We present an extensive empirical evaluation that assesses
generalization to the real world, as well as ablations on
a supervised proxy task that studies which aspects of the
randomized simulation are most important for generalization.
Our simulated comparative evaluation shows that our approach
outperforms several baselines, as well as a prior learning-based
method that predicts turning directions [14]. Our real-world
experiments demonstrate the potential for purely simulation-
based training of deep neural network navigation policies. Al-
though the policies trained entirely in simulation do experience
some collisions in the real world, they outperform baseline
methods and are able to navigate effectively around many
kinds of obstacles, using only monocular images as input.
We therefore conclude that simulated training is a promising
direction for learning real-world navigation for aerial vehicles
as well as other types of mobile robots.
II. RELATED WORK
Any robotic system that must traverse indoor environments
is required to perform basic collision avoidance. Standard
methods for collision-free indoor navigation take a two step
approach to the problem: first map out the local environment
and determine its geometry, and then compute a collision-free
path for reaching the destination [39]. This approach benefits
from independent developments in mapping and localization
as well as motion planning [38, 27, 4]. The 3D geometry
of the local environment can be deduced using SLAM with
range sensors [3], consumer depth sensors [44, 16], stereo
camera pairs [37], as well as monocular cameras [8]. In [25],
laser range scanned real images are used to estimate depth in
a supervised learning approach and then the output is used
to learn control policies. In [15] simultanouse mapping and
planning using RGB-D images is done via a memory network.
Reconstruction from monocular images is particularly chal-
lenging, and despite considerable progress [20, 13], remains a
difficult open problem. In a recent approach, IM2CAD, CAD
model of a room is generated from a single RGB image [18].
While the synthetic data generated by [18] could be used
for various robotics simulations, the computational overhead
makes it less suitable for autonomous indoor flight, where
quick inference for finding open spaces is more critical than
categorical exact 3D models.
In our work, we sidestep the challenges of 3D reconstruction
by proposing a learning algorithm that can directly predict the
probability of collision, without an explicit mapping phase.
Learning has previously been used to detect obstacles for
indoor flight [5, 19], as well as to directly learn a turn
classifier for outdoor forest trail following [14]. In contrast
to the work of [5], our method directly learns to predict the
probability of collision, given an image and a candidate action,
without attempting to explicitly detect obstacles. However,
our approach still affords considerable flexibility in choosing
the action: a higher-level decision making system can choose
any collision-free action based, for example, on a higher-level
navigational goal. This is in contrast to the prior work, which
simply predicts the action that will cause the vehicle to follow
a trail [14]. Unlike [14], our method does not require any
human demonstrations or teleoperation.
Besides presenting a deep RL approach for collision avoid-
ance, we describe how this method can be used to learn a
generalizable collision predictor in simulation, such that it can
then generalize to the real world. Simulated training has been
addressed independently in the computer vision and robotics
communities in recent years. In computer vision, a number of
domain adaptation methods have been proposed that aim to
generalize perception systems trained in a source domain into
a target domain [42, 17]. In robotics, simulation to real-world
generalization has been addressed using hierarchies of multi-
fidelity simulators [12], priors imposed on Bayesian dynamics
models [11]. At the intersection of robotics and computer
vision, several works have recently applied domain adaptation
techniques to perform transfer for robotic perception systems
[41, 35, 34]. In contrast to these works, our method does
not use any explicit domain adaptation. Instead, we show
how the source domain itself can be suitably randomized
in order to train a more generalizable model, which we
experimentally show can make effective predictions on a range
of systematically different target domains.
Our method combines deep neural networks for processing
raw camera images [22] with RL. In the seminal work of
Pomerleau [29], a fully connected neural network is used for
generating steering commands for the task of road following
using raw pixels and laser range finder. Recently, a similar
approach was proposed by [7] for a self-driving car. We also
generate direction commands from raw visual inputs. How-
ever, unlike these prior works, we use RL and do not require
any human demonstration data. Furthermore, our method com-
mands the vehicle in 3D, allowing it to change both heading
and altitude. Vision-based RL has previously been explored in
the context of Q-iteration [33], and more recently for online Q-
learning using temporal-difference algorithms [26]. However,
these methods were evaluated primarily on synthetic video
game domains. Several recent works have extended deep RL
methods to real-world robotics applications using either low-
dimensional estimated state [10] or by collecting an exhaustive
real-world dataset under gridworld-like assumptions [43]. In
contrast, we propose a simple and stable deep RL algorithm
that learns a policy from raw monocular images and does not
require seeing any images of the real-world test environment.
III. COLLISION AVOIDANCE VIA DEEP RL
Our aim is to choose actions for indoor navigation that
avoid collisions with obstacles, such as walls and furniture.
While we do not explicitly consider the overall navigation
objective (e.g. the direction that the vehicle should fly to reach
a goal), we present a general and flexible collision avoidance
method that predicts which actions are more or less likely
to result in collisions, which is straightforward to combine
with higher-level navigational objectives. The input to our
model consists only of monocular RGB images, without depth
or other sensors, making it suitable for low-cost, low-power
platforms, though additional sensory inputs could be added in
future work. Formally, let It denote the camera observation
at time t, and let at denote the action, which we will define
in Section III-A. The goal of the model is to predict the Q-
function Q(It,at):
Q(It,at) =
t+H∑
s=t,a∼pi
γs−tR(Is,as), (1)
where γ ∈ (0, 1) is the discount factor, and actions are
assumed to be chosen by the current policy pi, which we
discuss in Section III-A. The horizon H should ideally be
∞, but in practice is chosen such that γH is small. R is the
reward function and is equal to zero if collision event happens.
Collisions are assumed to end the episode, and therefore can
occur only once. Otherwise, the reward at time s is defined
as min(1, ds−rτd−r ), where r is the radius of the vehicle, ds is
the distance to the nearest obstacle at time s, and τd is a
small threshold distance. This reward function encourages the
vehicle to stay far from any obstacles. We could also use the
latest Q-function estimate to label the last time step t + H ,
but we found this to be unnecessary to obtain good results.
Q(It,at) is learned using reinforcement learning, from the
agent’s own experience of navigating and avoiding collisions.
Once learned, the model can be used to choose collision-free
actions at simply by maximizing the Q-function. Training is
performed entirely in simulation, where we can easily obtain
distances to obstacles and simulate multiple different actions
to determine the best one. By randomizing the simulated
environment, we can train a model that generalizes effectively
to domains with systematic discrepancies from our training
environment. We will first describe the formulation of our
model and reinforcement learning algorithm, and then present
details of our simulated training environment.
A. Perception-Based Control
Our perception-based policy uses an action representation
that corresponds to positions in image space. The image It is
discretized into an M ×M grid of bins, and each bin has a
corresponding action, such that at is simply the choice of bin.
Once chosen, the bin is transformed into a velocity command
vt, which corresponds to a vector from the camera location
through the image plane at the center of the bin at, normalized
to a constant target speed. Intuitively, choosing a bin at causes
the vehicle to fly in the direction of this bin in image space. A
greedy policy can use the model Q(It,at) to choose the action
with the highest expected reward. We will use pi(I) = a to
denote this policy.
This representation provides the vehicle with enough free-
dom to choose any desired navigation direction, ascend and
descent to avoid obstacles, and navigate tight turns. One
advantage of this image-space grid action representation is the
flexibility that it provides for general navigational objectives,
since we could easily choose the bin using a higher-level navi-
gational controller, subject to the constraint that the probability
of collision not exceed some user-chosen threshold. However,
in order to evaluate the method in our experiments, we simply
follow the greedy strategy.
B. Initialization via Free Space Detection
In order to initialize our model with a reasonable starting
policy, we use a heuristic pre-training phase based on free
space detection. In this pretraining phase, the model is trained
to predict P (l|It,at), where l ∈ {0, 1} is a label that
indicates whether a collision detection raycast in the direction
vt corresponding to at intersects an obstacle. The raycast has
a fixed length of 1 meter. This is essentially equivalent to
thresholding the depth map by one meter. This initialization
phase roughly corresponds to the assumption that the vehicle
will maintain a predefined constant velocity vt . The model,
which is represented by a fully convolutional neural network
as described in Section III-D, is trained to label each bin
with the collision label l, analogously to recent work in image
segmentation [9]. The labels are obtained from our simulation
engine, as described in Section IV.
C. Reinforcing Collision Avoidance
The initial model can estimate free space in front of the
vehicle, but this does not necessarily correspond directly to
the likelihood of a collision: the vehicle might be able to
maneuver out of the way before striking an obstacle within
1 meter, or it may collide later in the future even if there
is sufficient free space at the current time step, for exam-
ple because of a narrow dead-end. We therefore use deep
reinforcement learning to finetune our pretrained model to
accurately represent Q(It,at), rather than P (l|It,at). To this
end, we simulate multiple rollouts by flying through a set
of training environments using our latest policy. Our score
map of M × M bins, explained in III-A, determines the
Fig. 2. Examples of rendered images using our simulator. We randomize textures, lighting and furniture placement to create a visually diverse set of scenes.
Fig. 3. We use a fully convolutional neural network to learn the Q-function.
Our network, shown above, is based on VGG16 with dilated operations.
space of actions. Based on our score map, we consider a
total of M2 actions a = {a1, ..., aM2} that can be taken
after perceiving each observation I. To generate the train-
ing set at each iteration, we sample a collection of states
by placing the agent at a random location and with ran-
dom orientation and generate a rollout of size K, given by
(I0,a0, I1,a1, ...,aK−1, IK). These states should in principle
be obtained from the state distribution of the current policy.
Using the model obtained from our pretraining step, the initial
policy is simply argmaxi∈{1,...,M2} P (l|I, ai). We found that
we could obtain good performance by sampling the states
independently at random, though simply running the latest
policy starting from an initial state distribution would also be
a simple way to obtain the training states. Once the training
states are obtained, we perform M ×M rollouts from each
training state using the policy pi for every possible action
ai, i ∈ {1, ...,M2} and evaluate the return of ai according to
Equation (1). Since evaluating Equation (1) requires rolling
out the policy for H steps for every action, we choose
H = 5 to reduce computation costs, and instead use a simple
approximation to provide smooth target values for Q(I, ai).
This policy evaluation phase provides us with a dataset of
observation, action, and return tuples (It,at, Q(It,at)), which
we can use to update the policy. Since we evaluate every action
for each image It, the dataset consists of densely labeled
images with Q values reflecting the expected sum of future
rewards for the current policy pi.
Our method can be interpreted as a modification of fitted Q-
iteration [33], in the sense that we iteratively refit a Q-function
estimator to samples, as well as a variant of modified policy
iteration (MPI) [31] or Monte Carlo policy evaluation, in the
sense that we estimate Q-values using multi-step rollouts of the
current policy. To our knowledge, ours is the first algorithm
of this class to be extended to deep reinforcement learning
with raw image inputs. The particular details of the approach,
including the evaluation of each action at each state, are
specifically designed for our simulated training setup to exploit
the capabilities of the simulation and provide for a simple and
stable learning algorithm. We perform rollouts in simulated
training hallways. This allows us to perform multiple rollouts
from the state at each time step, perform ground truth collision
detection raycasts for pretraining, and removes concerns about
training-time collisions. Unlike conventional RL methods that
Fig. 4. Floor plans of the synthetic hallways. The last three hallways are
used for evaluation while the first 9 are used during training.
perform rollouts directly in the test environment [26], we
perform rollouts in simulated training hallways. However, this
also means that our model must have generalization from the
simulated training hallways to real-world environments at test
time. To that, we developed a randomized simulated training
environment, which we describe in the next section.
D. Network Architecture
In order to represent the Q-function and the initial open
space predictor, we use a deep fully convolutional neural
network with dilation operations, built on the VGG16 [40]
architecture following [9] as shown in Figure 3. The output
score map corresponds to a grid of 41 × 41 bins, which
constitutes the action space for deep reinforcement learning.
The network is trained with stochastic gradient descent (SGD),
with a cross-entropy loss function.
IV. LEARNING FROM SIMULATION
Conventionally, learning-based approaches to autonomous
flight have relied on learning from demonstration [2, 1, 30, 34].
Although the learning by demonstration approach has been
successfully applied to a number of flight scenarios, the
requirement for human-provided demonstrations limits the
quantity and diversity of data that can be used for training.
Since dataset size has been demonstrated to be critical for
the success of learning methods, this likely severely limits the
generalization capacity of purely demonstration-based meth-
ods. If we can train flight controllers using larger and more
diverse datasets collected autonomously, we can in principle
achieve substantially better generalization. However, in order
to autonomously learn effective collision prediction models,
the vehicle needs to see enough examples of collisions during
training to build an accurate estimator. This is problematic
in real physical environments, where even a single collision
can lead to damage or loss of the vehicle. To get the benefits
of an autonomous learning from the agent’s own experience
and overcome the limitations of data collection in learning
from demonstration method, we use a simulated training
environment that is specifically designed to enable effective
transfer to real-world settings.
We manually designed a collection of 3D indoor environ-
ments to form the basis of our simulated training setup. The
environments were built using the Blender [6] open-source 3D
modeling suite. Our synthetic dataset contains different hall-
ways, shown in Figure 4, and represent a variety of structures
that can be seen in real hallways, such as long straight or
circular segments with multiple junction connectivity, as well
as side rooms with open or closed doors. We use furnitures
with various type and size to populate the hallways. The walls
are textured with randomly chosen textures(e.g. wood, metal,
textile, carpet, stone, glass, etc.), and illuminated with lights
that are placed and oriented at random. In order to provide
a diversity of viewpoints we render pretraining images by
flying a simulated camera with randomized height and random
camera orientation.
The randomization of the hallway parameters produces a
very large diversity of training scenes, a sample of which can
be seen in Figure 2. Although the training hallways are far
from being photo-realistic, the large variety of appearances
allows us to train highly generalizable models, as we will
discuss in the experimental evaluation. The intuition behind
this idea is that, by forcing the model to handle a greater
degree of variation than is typical in real hallways (e.g.,
wide ranges of lighting conditions and textures, some of
which are realistic, and some not), we can produce a model
that generalizes also to real-world scenes, which might be
systematically different from our renderings. That is, the wider
we vary the parameters in simulation, the more likely we
are to capture properties of the real world somewhere in the
set of all possible scenes we consider. Our findings in this
regard are aligned with the results obtained in other recent
works [32], which also used only synthetic renderings to train
visual models, but did not explicitly consider wide-ranging
randomization of the training scenes.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Despite that reinforcement learning evaluations emphasize
mastery over generalization here our focus is on to evaluate
the generalization capability of our proposed approach. Testing
generalization is specially important from robotics perspective
since the autonomous agent should be able to generalize to
the diverse real-world settings. To this end, we evaluate our
performance by running several experiments both in synthetic
and real environments none of which had been seen during
the training time. We compared our results against a set
of baselines and also qualitatively evaluate our performance
in various real-world scenarios. Additionally, we present an
ablation study on a real-world RGB-D dataset to quantitatively
evaluate our proposed randomized simulator for simulation to
real-world transfer. In all the experiments (synthetic and real-
world flights), CAD2RL is trained on a fixed set of synthetic
3D models of hallways and in a fully simulated environment
without being exposed to any real images.
A. Realistic Environment Evaluation
In order to evaluate how well such a model might transfer
to a realistic environment, we used a realistic 3D mesh
provided by [21]. Testing on this data can provide us a close
proxy of our performance in a real indoor environment and
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Fig. 5. Quantitative results on a realistically textured hallway. Our approach,
CAD2RL, outperforms the prior method (L-R-S) and other baselines.
also evaluates the generalization capability of our method
in a systematically different environment than our training
environments. Figure 6 shows the floorplan of this hallway,
as well as several samples of its interior view. We generated
60 random initialization point from various locations in the
hallways. These points are fixed and all baselines are evaluated
on the same set of points so that their performance is directly
comparable. Figure 6.a depicts the initialization points as red
dots. The velocity of the quadrotor is fixed to 0.2 meters per
time step in this experiment, and the maximum number of
steps is set to 6000 which is equal to 1.2 kilometers.
Our aim is to evaluate the performance of our trained policy
in terms of the duration of collision free flight. To do this,
we run continuous episodes that terminate upon experiencing
a collision, and count how many steps are taken before a
collision takes place. We set the maximum number of steps
to a fixed number throughout each experiment. We evaluate
performance in terms of the percentage of trials that reached a
particular flight length. To that end, we report the results using
a curve that plots the distance traveled along the horizontal
axis, and the percentage of trials that reached that distance
before a collision on the vertical axis. This provides an
accurate and rigorous evaluation of each policy, and allows
us to interpret for each method whether it is prone to collide
early in the flight, or can maintain collision-free flight at
length. Note that achieving completely collision-free flight in
all cases from completely randomized initial configurations is
exceptionally difficult.
In this experiment, we compare against two baselines ex-
plained below. We also report the performance of our base
Free Space prediction (FS-pred) controller to analyze the
improvement obtained by incorporating deep reinforcement
learning. In the FS-pred, the model described in III-B is used.
Straight Controller This lower bound baseline flies in a
straight line without turning. In a long straight hallway,
this baseline establishes how far the vehicle can fly without
any perception, allowing us to ascertain the difficulty of the
initialization conditions.
Left, Right, and Straight (LRS) Controller This baseline,
based on [14], directly predicts the flight direction from
images. The commands are discretized into three bins: “left,”
“right,” or “straight,” and the predictions are made by a deep
convolutional neural network from raw images. For training
the model, prior work used real-world images collected from
three cameras pointing left, right and straight that were car-
ried manually through forest trails. We simulated the same
training setup in our training environments. We finetuned a
VGG16 [40] model, pretrained with ImageNet classification.
This method can be considered a human-supervised alternative
to our autonomous collision avoidance policy.
1) Quantitative Evaluation: Figure 5 summarizes the per-
formance of our proposed CAD2RL method compared with
other baselines. Our method outperforms the prior methods
and baselines by a substantial margin. Qualitatively, we found
that the LRS method tends to make poor decisions at inter-
sections, and the coarse granularity of its action representation
also makes it difficult for it to maneuver near obstacles.
CAD2RL is able to maintain a collision-free flight of 1.2
kilometers in about 40% of the cases, and substantially out-
performs the model that is simply trained with supervised
learning to predict 1 meter of free space in front of the vehicle.
This experiment shows that although we did not use real
images during training, our learned model can generalize to
substantially different and more realistic environments, and
can maintain collision-free flight for relatively long periods.
2) Qualitative Evaluation: To be able to qualitatively com-
pare the performance and behavior of CAD2RL with our
perception based controller and the LRS method, we visualized
the trajectory of the flights overlaid on the floor-plan of the
hallway as shown in Figure 6. For this purpose, we sorted
the trajectories of each method based on the traveled distance
and selected the top 25 longest flights from each method.
The trajectory colors show the flight direction at each point.
The black dots indicate the locations of the hallway where
collisions occurred. This visualization shows that CAD2RL
could maintain a collision-free flight in various locations in
the hallway and has fewer collisions at the dead-ends, corners,
and junctions compared with the other two methods. LRS
often experienced collisions in corners and is more vulnerable
to bad initial locations. The policy trained with free space
prediction outperformed the LRS method, but often is trapped
in rooms or fail near junctions and corners. This illustrates
that the controller trained with RL was able to acquire a
better strategy for medium-horizon planning, compared to the
directly supervised greedy methods.
B. Real World Flight Experiments
We evaluated our learned collision avoidance model by
flying a drone in real world indoor environments. These flights
required flying through open spaces, navigating hallways, and
taking sharp turns, while avoiding collisions with furniture,
walls, and fixtures. We used two different drone platforms:
the Parrot Bebop 1.0 and the Bebop 2.0, both controlled via
the ROS Bebop autonomy package [28]. We perform real-
world flight in several different scenarios and evaluate our
performance both quantitatively and qualitatively.
1) Quantitative Evaluation: For quantitative evaluation, we
ran controlled experiments on the task of hallway following.
We fixed all the testing conditions while navigating the drone
with either of the CAD2RL and a baseline controller. The test-
ing conditions include the initial velocity, angular speed, drone
platform and the test environment. As was concluded from
the experiments in section V-A, FS-pred was the strongest
baseline, and we therefore included it as a comparison in this
experiment. We ran experiments in two different buildings,
Cory Hall and SDH (Sutardja Dai Hall), both located on
the UC Berkeley campus. These buildings have considerably
different floor plans, wall textures, and lighting conditions,
as can be seen in Figure 7.c and Figure 7.d. Our testing
environment in Cory Hall contained three turns and two
junctions, while the SDH test environment had one turn and
one junction. The width of the Cory hall hallway is ∼ 3 meters
while the SDH hallway is ∼ 2 meters wide.
Table V-B1 summarizes the results. The safe flight time
is given by the average length of a collision free flight
in terms of distance or time between collisions. CAD2RL
experienced fewer collisions and has longer expected safe
flight. This suggests that the CAD2RL policy makes fewer
mistakes and is more robust to perturbations and drift. Both
methods performed better in Cory, since SDH has narrower
hallways with glossy textureless walls as well as stronger air
currents. While we fixed the test environment and the flying
speed, the traveled distance and time is slightly different from
one algorithm to another due to the fact that the algorithms
generated different commands and navigated the drone to
slightly different locations in the hallways.
2) Qualitative Evaluation: We performed real world flight
in various indoor scenarios. We briefly explain each scenario
and sequence snapshots are shown in Figure 7.
(a) Flying near furniture, around corners, and through
a window: As shown in Figure 7.a. the drone starts from
one end of a hallway connected to a small lounge area with
furniture. The drone first flies toward the open lounge area,
and then turns toward a corner of the room. There, it detects
an opening in the wall which is visually similar to an open
doorway or window, and adjust its height to fly through it. The
drone then encounters a reflective glass door, which reflects
the hallway behind it. Since no such structures were present
during training, the reflective door fools the controller, causing
the drone to crash into the door. Note that the controller
navigates multiple structures that are substantially different,
both visually and geometrically, from the ones encountered
during simulated training.
(b) Flying up a staircase: Here, our goal is to evaluate
the generalization capability of the controller to changes in
elevation. A staircase provides a good example of this. To
avoid colliding with the stairs, the drone must continuously
increase altitude. As can be seen from the snapshots in the
Figure 7.b, the controller produces actions that increase the
altitude of the drone at each step along the staircase. Since
we used an altitude limit for safety reasons, the drone only
flew halfway up the staircase, but this experiment shows that
the controller could effectively generalize to structures such
as staircases that were not present during training.
(c) Navigating through narrow corridors: In this scenario,
the drone flies through a corridor. The drone successfully takes
a turn at Frames 1-4 in Figuree 7.c to avoid flying into a dead
end. The corridors in this test scenario are narrow (∼ 2 meters)
and have strong air currents due to air conditioning. n
(d) Flying through junctions and rooms: Here, the drone
(a)
(d) (e) (f)
(b) (c)
Fig. 6. Qualitative results on a realistically textured hallway. Colors correspond to the direction of trajectory movement at each point in the hallway as per
the color wheel. (a) Red dots show flight initialization points (b) Overlook view of the hallway (c) Red dots show the control points produced by CAD2RL.
(d) LRS trajectories (e) Perception controller (FS-pred) trajectories (f) CAD2RL trajectories.
TABLE I
REAL WORLD FLIGHT RESULTS.
Environment Traveled Distance Travel Time Collision Collision Safe Flight Safe Flight Total
(meters) (minutes) (per meter) (per minute) (meters) (minutes) Collisions
Cory FS-pred 162.458 12.01 0.080 1.081 12.496 0.924 13
Cory CAD2RL 163.779 11.950 0.0366 0.502 27.296 1.991 6
SDH FS-pred 53.492 4.016 0.130 1.742 7.641 0.573 7
SDH CAD2RL 54.813 4.183 0.072 0.956 13.703 1.045 4
navigates through a long hallway with junctions. At the end
it enters a doorway which is connected to a study room. The
controller successfully navigates the drone through the narrow
door and into the room without colliding with the chairs.
(e) Flying through a maze of random obstacles in a
confined space: We built a small U-shaped maze out of low
obstacles in the lab. This maze is built using chairs and pieces
of board with various appearance and colors. To prevent the
drone from simply flying over the obstacles, we limited the
altitude to 3 feet. Note that flying the drone at low altitude
is challenging, as the air turbulence becomes significant and
affects the drone’s stability. The cardboard shifts due to air
turbulence, and the open area is very narrow (∼ 1 meter),
making this a challenging test environment. The sequence in
Figure 7.e shows that the controller successfully navigates the
drone throughout the maze, making a turn near the red chair
and turning back into the maze, without colliding.
(f) Avoiding dynamic obstacles: In this scenario, the drone
begins in the lab with no obstacles and an altitude of around 3
feet. We then place a chair in the path of the drone, as seen in
frames 3-4 of Figure 7.f. The controller recovers and avoids
an imminent collision with the chair, passing it on the left.
The above qualitative evaluation study shows the gener-
alization capability of our trained model and demonstrates
the extent of the maneuvering skills learned by CAD2RL.
Although our model is specifically trained for the task of
hallway navigation, the limited number of furniture items
present in simulation also force the policy to be robust to
oddly shaped obstacles, and train it to change altitude to avoid
collisions. Navigating through the obstacles in the scenarios
(a), (b), (e), and (f) required collision avoidance with general
obstacles and other than just walls. We observed that our
model could perform reasonably well in these cases, and could
often recover from its mistakes, though particularly novel
situations proved confusing.
C. Ablation Study for Real World Transfer
In this section, we present an ablation study to identify how
important the randomization of the environment is for effective
simulation to real-world transfer. Since conducting statistically
significant real-world flight trials for many training conditions
is time-consuming and subject to confounding factors (air
currents, lighting conditions, etc.), we instead opted for a
proxy task that corresponds to free-space prediction from real
RGB images, with ground truth labels obtained via a depth
camera. The goal in this task is to predict, for each point in the
image, whether there is an obstacle within a certain threshold
distance of the camera or if the pixel corresponds to free
space. Although this proxy task does not directly correspond
to collision-free flight, the reduced variance of the evaluation
(since all methods are tested on exactly the same images)
makes this a good choice for the ablation study. While we
obtained reasonably good performance for avoiding collisions
in the hallways, more detailed depth estimation [36, 24, 23]
could also be used without loss of generality.
We used the same architecture as in Section III-B for the
free-space prediction network and trained free-space predictors
using rendered images from different simulated setups. We
compared the obtained results against a similar network trained
using our proposed randomized simulation. We used the same
number of images sampled similarly from various locations in
the hallways. The ablated networks are trained with images
rendered from (a) a simulator that used Fixed Textures and
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)
Fig. 7. Snapshots of autonomous flight in various real indoor scenarios. Frames ordered from top to bottom. Red dots show the commanded flight direction
by CAD2RL. (a) Flying near furniture, around corners, through a window; (b) Flying up a staircase; (c) Navigating in narrow corridors; (d) Navigating through
junctions, fly through rooms; (e) Flying through a maze of random obstacles in a confined space; (f) Avoiding dynamic obstacles.
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Fig. 8. Quantitative results for free-space prediction with different simulators.
The network trained on randomized hallways outperforms networks trained
on less randomized simulations and even on realistic textured hallways.
lighting, and only 3 of our training hallways (FT3); (b) Fixed
Textures and lighting using all 9 training hallways (FT9) (c)
the more Realistic Textures and Geometry hallway provided
by [21] (RTG) and (d) our approach, with randomized textures
and lighting from 9 hallways. While (a), (b), and (d) are
captured from synthetic hallways, in (c) the data is captured
via a SLAM-based reconstruction system from the Cory Hall
in the UC Berkeley campus. Therefore, this data has realistic
geometry textured with natural images, and allows us to
understand how the method would perform if trained on
reconstructed RGBD data.
Our dataset contains RGB-D images captured from 5 hall-
ways, in Cory Hall and SDH (Sutardja Dai Hall) located in
UC Berkeley, with various lighting and texture conditions. We
used a Kinect v2 and our dataset contains a total of 620 RGB-
D images. Several example images of this data are shown in
Figure 9. We used the depth channel to automatically annotate
the images with free-space vs. non-free-space labels.
For each pixel in the input image, the network produces
a probability value for free-space prediction. To evaluate the
accuracy of free-space prediction we sweep a threshold from
0 to 1 to label each pixel using our prediction network. We
compute the precision and recall at each threshold and plot
the precision-recall curve as the performance metric. Precision
is the number pixels correctly labeled as free-space divided
by the total number of pixels predicted as free-space, while
recall is the the number pixels correctly labeled as free-space
divided by the total number pixels belonging to the free-space
according to the ground truth. Since we use monocular images,
there is a scale ambiguity in the size of hallways as well as in
the range of sensible depths, which may not match between
the simulated and real images. To overcome this ambiguity and
to make a fair comparison, we labeled image pixels (for free-
space vs non-free-space) by varying the depth threshold from
1 to 4 meters (steps of ∼ 30cm) and computed the average
precision/recall corresponding for each threshold over 13 runs.
Figure 8 shows the results, with shaded areas showing the
standard deviation in precision. The network trained with the
synthetic data rendered by our proposed randomized simulator
outperforms the other networks. The images used for FT3 and
FT9 are rendered on the same hallways as RT9, except that
the textures and lighting are not randomized. As a result, these
networks do not learn texture and color invariant features and
Fig. 9. Examples of the collected pairs of RGB (top row) and depth (mid
row) data for the free-space test set. The free-space probability map predicted
by our approach is shown in the bottom row.
cannot generalize well to the real images. In RTG, the images
are rendered with realistic geometry and textures, and thus
they are less affected by the scale ambiguity. Furthermore, the
realistic textures in RTG are obtained from similar hallways
as the one we used for our RGB-D test set. Despite this, the
network trained on a realistic rendering of the same hallway
actually performs worse than the network trained on our
randomized simulator, by a substantial margin. For qualitative
analyis, we show the probability map of free-space prediction
obtained from our approach in the last row of Figure 8.
We see that high probabilities are assigned to free spaces.
Although the free-space prediction proxy task is not a perfect
analogue for collision-free flight, these results suggest that
randomization is important for good generalization, and that
more realistic renderings should not necessarily be preferred
to ones that are less realistic but more diverse.
VI. DISCUSSION
We presented a method for training deep neural network
policies for obstacle avoidance and hallway following, using
only simulated monocular RGB images. We described a new
simple and stable deep reinforcement learning algorithm for
learning in simulation. We also demonstrate that training
on randomized simulated scenes produces a model that can
successfully fly and avoid obstacles in the real world, and
quantitatively evaluated our randomized scenes on a proxy
free-space prediction task to show the importance of ran-
domization for real-world transfer. Our simulated evaluation
further shows that our method outperforms several baselines,
as well as a prior end-to-end learning-based method. Our aim
in this work is to evaluate the potential of policies trained
entirely in simulation to transfer to the real world, so as to
understand the benefits and limitations of simulated training.
To attain the best results in real environments, future work
could combine simulated training with real data. Extending
our approach via finetuning or domain adaptation is therefore
a promising direction for future work that is likely to improve
performance substantially, and lead to effective learned real-
world visual navigation policies using only modest amounts of
real-world training. Our approach could incorporate data from
other sensors, such as depth cameras, which should improve
the performance of the learned policies.
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VII. APPENDIX
Here we provide several more experiments and ablation
study to further evaluate the generalization capability of
CAD2RL in unseen environment. Also, we present more
details of various experiments of Section V as well as more
details of our simulator here.
VIII. SYNTHETIC ENVIRONMENT TEST
We conduct experiments on the three test mazes shown in
Figure 4. This experiment is aimed at comparing CAD2RL in
the presence of different hallway geometries, distractors, and
obstacles, in synthetic hallways that are distinct from the ones
used but similar in visual style. Note that the test hallways
were intentionally designed to be larger and more challenging.
We rendered all images at the test time using a randomization
of 100 different test textures that were not seen at the training
time. We tested our method and the prior baseline methods in
two conditions: in the first condition, the hallways contained
randomly placed furniture, and in the second, no furniture
was present. Both scenarios have fixtures such as open or
closed doors, windows, and paintings, but the hallways with
furniture provide an additional challenge due to the more
complex geometry, which is substantially more elaborate than
the scanned hallway used in the previous section.
A. Evaluation criteria
Our aim is to evaluate the performance of our trained policy
in terms of the duration of collision free flight. To do this,
we run continuous episodes that terminate upon experiencing
a collision, and count how many steps are taken before a
collision takes place. We set the maximum number of steps to
a fixed number throughout each experiment.
An episode can begin in any location in the choice envi-
ronment, but the choice of the initial position can have a high
impact on the performance of the controller, since some parts
of the hallway, such as dead ends, sharp turns, or doorways,
can be substantially more difficult. Therefore, to make an
unbiased evaluation and to test the robustness of the learned
policies, we start each flight from a location chosen uniformly
at random within the free space of each environment. We use
random initialization points and keep them fixed throughout
all experiments to provide a fair comparison between different
methods, including prior work. In the experiments, the quadro-
tor has constant velocity during each flight, and we convert
the number of steps to meters in order compute the distance
traveled in each flight.
We evaluate performance in terms of the percentage of
trials that reached a particular flight length. To that end, we
report the results using a curve that plots the distance traveled
along the horizontal axis, and the percentage of trials that
reached that distance before a collision on the vertical axis.
More formally, vertical axis represent
∑|T |
i=1 (1− 1(Cd(Ti)))
where T denotes a trial and Cd(Ti) is the event of collision
happening for the ith trail at distance d in the x axis. This
provides an accurate and rigorous evaluation of each policy,
and allows us to interpret for each method whether it is
prone to collide early in the flight, or can maintain collision-
free flight at length. Note that achieving completely collision-
free flight in all cases from completely randomized initial
configurations is exceptionally difficult. Please note that we
used the same evaluation metric in the quantitative experiment
in section V-A.
We compare the performance of our method with pre-
vious methods for learning-based visual obstacle avoidance
introduce in Section V-A. In addition, we compare against
ground truth free space controller baseline which simulates
a quadrotor equipped with perfect LIDAR range sensors or
depth cameras. The performance of this baseline shows the
upper-bound of the performance of a free-space prediction
based controller. The policy always selects the most central
free-space labeled bin in the spatial grid of the current image.
Note that this does not always result in the best performance,
since the behavior of this baseline is myopic, but it does serve
to illustrate the difficulty of the test environments.
B. Results and Analysis
We randomly sampled 100 random locations as initialization
point. These points were selected uniformly from challenging
locations such as junctions as well as less challenging locations
in the middle of hallways. The velocity was 0.3 meters per
step. Figure 10 compares the performance of our method
compared with other baselines in each of the “with furniture”
and “without furniture” test scenarios. CAD2RL consistently
outperforms the other baselines, as well as the model trained
with supervised learning for free space prediction, FS-pred. In
the hallways that do not contain any furniture, the ground truth
free space baseline (FS-GT) obtains the best performance,
while the presence of furniture in the second test scenario
effectively reduce its performance due to the greedy strategy.
In both scenarios, CAD2RL has the highest performance
among the learning-based methods.
IX. FREE SPACE PREDICTION EVALUATION
In this experiment, we are interested to see how well our free
space prediction model can detect free spaces and obstacles
compared with its performance on the synthetic images. To this
end, we used the simulator to compute the mask of Free Space
(FS)/Obstacle(O) of 4k rendered frames which were sampled
uniformly along the hallways. For the performance metrics, we
use precision and Jaccard similarity. The precision shows the
ratio of correctly labeled pixels as corresponding to “FS” or
“O”. The Jaccard similarity is the intersection over union of the
result and ground truth labels for both free-space and obstacle
labels. Table IX summarizes the obtained results. The first row
of the table shows the results obtained for the images rendered
in from our test hallways with test textures. The second
row shows the results obtained on the photo realistic images
of [21]. Although, there is a 10% precision gap between the
performance on synthetic images and photo-realistic images,
which is due to the domain shift, the obtained precision results
on the unseen photo-realistic images is high, i.e. 80%. Note
that our synthetic hallways are much narrower than the real
hallways of [21]. This results in smaller free-space areas and
larger obstacle areas in the synthetic images compared with
[21] where images have more balanced distribution of free-
space vs obstacles. This results in lower Jaccard(FS) in the
synthetic images.
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Fig. 10. Quantitative results on the simulated test hallways. Aside from the upper bound baseline FS-GT, which uses ground truth collision raycasts, our
method CAD2RL, achieves the longest collision-free flights.
TABLE II
PIXEL-WISE FREE SPACE PREDICTION RESULTS.
Precision Jaccard(FS) Jaccard(O)
Synthetic hallways 90.38 56.99 87.26
Realistic hallways 80.33 63.39 63.30
X. DETAILS ON REAL ENVIRONMENT TESTS
We used the Parrot Bebop drone controlled via the ROS
Bebop autonomy package [28]. We ran real flight experiments
using two different drone platforms: the Parrot Bebop 1.0
and the Bebop 2.0. Although these two drones have similar
SDK, they have different physical specifications in terms of
dimensions, weight, and maximum speed. Note that the images
produced by the onboard drone camera are center cropped to
remove the fish-eye effect, and thus the objects appear closer
than they really are.
Figure 7 shows the sequence of images captured by
the flying drone in various scenarios (for the more com-
plete sequences please check the supplementary video
https://youtu.be/nXBWmzFrj5s). The red dots show the ac-
tion computed by our policy. Our controller can successfully
navigated the drone throughout free spaces while avoiding
collision. Due to imperfect stabilization, turbulence and air
currents, the drone may sometimes drift to the left or right, and
our controller can recover from these situations by stabilizing
the drone at each time step based on the current image obser-
vation. This suggests that, though our model is fully trained in
simulation without seeing any real images or using any human
provided demonstration, it has the capability to generalize to
real-world images and conditions. In the following sections
we evaluate the real flight performance both quantitatively and
qualitatively.
XI. DETAILS ABOUT OUR SIMULATOR SETUP
We designed a total of 24 different hallways using 12
different floorplans. Some of our hallways are populated with
furnitures while some of them are not. We use 21 differ-
ent items of furniture that commonly exist in the hallways
(benches, chairs, etc). We have slightly randomized the size
of these furniture to provide diversity. The walls are textured
with randomly chosen textures, chosen from a pool of 200
possible textures (e.g. wood, metal, textile, carpet, stone,
glass, etc.), and illuminated with lights that are placed and
oriented at random. Pretraining images are generated by flying
a simulated camera through the hallways with randomized
height and random perturbations of the yaw angle, in order
to provide a diversity of viewpoints. In all, we randomize
textures, lighting, furniture placement (including placement
and identity of furniture items), and camera position and
angle.
